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What is Git?

Git is a  free and open source distributed 
version control system designed to handle 

everything from small to very large 
projects with speed and efficiency



What is Git?

…aka Version Control 

• A way to keep track of your code 

• Distributed meaning you don’t need to 
run a server, you can just run git init on 
a folder.



Git GUI’s



What’s the Problem?

• Pushing changes to production while a 
site is in development 

• Multiple developers working on one 
project result in confusion and merge 
conflicts 

• Managing state of branches can be tricky 
as code gets forked



The Solution(s)
GitLab FlowGitFlow

https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/topics/gitlab_flow.html
https://datasift.github.io/gitflow/


Git Flow



Branches/Environments

You have a set of branches that relate to an 
environment: 

• master (Staging) 

• develop (Dev/Develop) 

• If you don’t want/need a staging 
environment, you can point master to 
Production. 



Develop Branch



Feature Branch



Master Branch



Release Branch



Hotfix Branch



Branches & 
Web Host
Pantheon in 
this example



Initializing Repo

1. brew install git-flow-avh (Homebrew) 

2. apt-get install git-flow (apt-get) 

3. Windows: As of Git for Windows 2.6.4, 
GitFlow (AVH edition) is included, so 
you’re all done. 

github.com/petervanderdoes/gitflow-avh/wiki/
Installation

https://github.com/petervanderdoes/gitflow-avh/wiki/Installation
https://github.com/petervanderdoes/gitflow-avh/wiki/Installation


Setup

Note: This tool is automating a bunch of git commands so 
you don’t have to 

1. git flow init 

2. git flow feature start head_foot 

3. git flow feature end head_foot



Preparing a Release
1. git flow release start v1.0.0 

(semver.org) 

2. Update changelog/readme with any 
release notes 

3. git flow release finish v1.0.0 

4. Sync/push all of your repos to your 
remote

http://semver.org


What Just Happened?
1. A branch called release/v1.0.0 is created. 

2. You are committing your code to that 
branch. 

3. When running finish command, your code 
is being: 

1. merged into develop 

2. develop is getting merged into master



Hotfixes

• Make an emergency change 

• It is safe in the knowledge that the hotfix 
will only contain your emergency fix 

• No risk that you’ll accidentally merge in 
new development at the same time



When Apply a Hotfix?
• Site is in a redesign (or any other major 

change) and… 

• …a plugin or WordPress Core has a 
critical security update. 

• …the production theme needs some fix 

• …a plugin needs to be added to 
production



Applying a Hotfix
1. git flow hotfix start v1.0.1 

(semver.org) 

2. Apply your patch and commit 

3. Bump your version in your changelog/
readme 

4. git flow hotfix finish v1.0.1 

5. Sync/push all of your repos to your remote

http://semver.org


* With a DevOps/CI setup, 
you can get GitLab/
GitHub to sync codebases 
to your host directly

GitLab/
GitHub/Host



Is this overkill?

Maybe…



Is this overkill?
Could be overkill for: 

• Sites not in current development 

• In this case, you could use feature branches when 
complex feature requests come up 

• Simple requests can be merged in right away 

• Sites that don’t have many changes to custom code 
(not theme/plugin updates) 

• In this case, you don’t need to do releases every time 
you update core/plugins/themes



Is this overkill?

You can add git 
flow to any project 
when you decide 
you need it



GitLab Flow
• Less complex 

• Highly dependent on CI/
CD/Automated/Unit 
Testing 

• Default branch is master 
(not develop) 

• production branch 
where you can use CI to 
point branch to prod env
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